Abstract. Speed-accuracy tradeoff is a common phenomenon in many types of human motor tasks. In general, the more accurately the task is to be accomplished, the more time it takes, and vice versa. In particular, when users attempt to complete the task with a specified amount of time, the accuracy of the task can be considered as a dependent variable to measure user performance. In this paper we investigate speed-accuracy tradeoff in trajectory-based tasks with temporal constraint, through a controlled experiment that manipulates the movement time (MT) in addition to the tunnel amplitude (A) and width (W). A quantitative model is proposed and validated to predict the task accuracy in terms of lateral standard deviation (SD) of the trajectory.
Introduction
An important research branch of human-computer interaction is to develop predictive models for human performance in fundamental interaction tasks. One of such tasks is the trajectory-based "steering" task, in which the user uses the input device such as a stylus to produce a trajectory ("stroke") through a "tunnel" with set amplitude (length) A and width W. The movement time (MT) of the steering tasks has been modeled by the steering law [1] : MT = a + b (A/W), where a and b are empirically determined constants, and A/W (index of difficulty or ID) characterizes the difficulty of the task. The steering law has been verified with several input devices [2] , in different scales [3] and in simulated driving tasks [25] .
The steering law models the relationship between the movement time of trajectorybased tasks and the task difficulty, determined by the tunnel amplitude A and tunnel width W. In the steering law, the movement time MT is the dependent variable. The more accurate the task is required (the narrower the tunnel width W is), the longer the resulting movement time is. However, if we want to consider the opposite direction, i.e. inferring the actual trajectory accuracy given a specific movement time (or speed), the steering law does not enable us to make this prediction.
Given the bidirectional relationship between time and accuracy, it is worthwhile to establish a model that predicts the trajectory accuracy by considering the movement time as an independent variable. Such a model will supplement the steering law, and enrich our understanding of the speed-accuracy tradeoff in trajectory-based tasks. On the other hand, a prediction model of the trajectory accuracy also has practical implications. For example, pen gestures have been widely used to trigger commands. Such a model may allow us to estimate the deviation of the actual gesture stroke from the standard template at different drawing speeds, and improve the recognition and interpretation of the gestures. In a real world scenario, we may determine the optimal road width according to the marked driving speed.
Although speed-accuracy tradeoffs have been widely studied [14] , [15] , [17] , [20] , [23] , these works have mostly focused on target acquisition tasks. In this paper, we sought to investigate the speed-accuracy tradeoff in trajectory-based tasks through a controlled experiment, and derive a quantitative model for predicting accuracy.
Previous studies on speed-accuracy tradeoffs have involved experimental protocols with two types of constraints: spatial constraint and temporal constraint, which differentiate the nature of the task. For example, in rapid aimed hand movements with spatial constraints, participants are required to move as quickly as possible to reach the target with width W placed at distance A. The movement time is measured to reflect the task performance. This is a target acquisition task (also known as time-minimization task) and has been modeled by Fitts' law [6] . In rapid aimed hand movements with temporal constraints, participants are required to reach the target with a specified movement time. This is a paced reaching task (also known as a time-matching movement task) [20] . In this type of tasks, movement time is controlled and spatial variability of the movement is measured to reflect the accuracy. Similarly, in trajectory-based movements with spatial constraints, participants are required to produce a trajectory through a tunnel with length A and width W as quickly as possible. This is the standard steering task and has been modeled by the steering law [1] . However, if participants are required to produce a trajectory through a tunnel with length A and width W with a specified movement time, does regularity exist in the relationship between the trajectory accuracy and the task parameters? What kind of speed-accuracy tradeoff can be observed from trajectorybased task with temporal constraint? What are the differences between trajectory-based movements with temporal constraint and with spatial constraint? We sought to answer these questions in this paper.
Related Work
Depending on the stimulus of the task (target or trajectory) and the type of the constraint (spatial or temporal), research on the speed-accuracy tradeoffs can be divided into four categories as follows:
Target-Based Tasks with Spatial Constraint
One of the most famous and commonly used models in HCI is Fitts' law 1 [6] . Fitts' law describes a logarithmic speed-accuracy tradeoff formulation in target acquisition tasks with spatial constraint. Subsequently, the logarithmic speed accuracy tradeoff has been empirically validated for a wide variety of individual body joints [11] , activities [11] , and environmental conditions [8] , [9] . Several variations of Fitts' law have also been presented by Welford [21] and Mackenzie [12] .
Based on the traditional Fitts' law, Zhai et al. [26] investigated the speed-accuracy tradeoff based on participants' operational biases toward speed or accuracy, and attempted to derive a model incorporating both objective task parameters and subjective biases. However, a simple and linear model was not found by the empirical studies. Consequently, Ren et al. [19] established the SH-Model involving both the system and subjective factors based on the distribution of the actual movement time.
Target-Based Tasks with Temporal Constraint
Schmidt's law 2 [20] is closely related to Fitts' law. In their study, movement amplitude and time were manipulated, and the standard deviation of end points distribution was measured. Schmidt's law described a strong linear relationship between the movement speed and the standard deviation of the end points distribution.
In order to investigate the coexistence of spatial and temporal constraints in one motor task, Zelaznik et al. [24] manipulated movement time, amplitude and target width (W > 0) and discovered a similar linear speed-accuracy tradeoff. The target width did not affect the nature of the speed-accuracy tradeoff relationship.
In addition to researches that look at end point distribution, Wobbrock et al. [22] derived a predictive model for error rate through an experiment that manipulated target size, target distance and movement time. A logarithmic speed-accuracy tradeoff was found instead.
Trajectory-Based Tasks with Spatial Constraint
The steering law [1] , described at the beginning of this paper, is the widely accepted model for trajectory-based tasks with spatial constraint. The movement time follows a linear relationship with the index of difficulty.
Subsequently, extensive researches have been done based on the steering law, such as models for steering through corners [16] , steering within above-the-surface interaction layers using the tracking state of the stylus [7] , and study of subjective biases toward speed or accuracy in steering tasks [27] . In addition, a pen stroke gesture model for predicting completion time of free hand trajectory drawing tasks has also been proposed [5] .
Trajectory-Based Tasks with Temporal Constraint
So far, trajectory-based task with temporal constraint has not been investigated and modeled. Our aim in this paper is to investigate the trajectory accuracy when the movement time is considered as an independent variable in trajectory-based tasks, which will fill the void in human performance modeling research. In actual HCI applications, such a model may guide us to determine the optimal tunnel width given the speed requirements for particular trajectory-based interactions, such as navigating a hierarchical menu. Our model for trajectory accuracy may also have implications in scenarios beyond human-computer interaction, for example to determine optimal road widths for different driving speeds in traffic planning.
Problem Definition and Hypothesis
In this paper, we investigate the trajectory-based task of steering through a straight tunnel with temporal constraint (Fig.1) . The user is required to complete the task with a specified movement time (within a tolerance range). Although the tunnel does have a finite width W that the user supposedly stays within, this spatial constraint is not strictly enforced, i.e. the user may move outside the sides of the tunnel without failing the task.
We are interested in establishing a quantitative model for the trajectory accuracy described by the amount of lateral deviation throughout the trajectory produced. In practice this is represented by SD, the standard deviation of the y-coordinates (in the case of a horizontal tunnel) along the entire trajectory. The larger SD is, the less accurate the trajectory is. Note that in contrast to the target acquisition task where accuracy is measured by the statistical distribution of a set of trials, here SD describes the accuracy of a single steering movement trajectory.
In both Schmidt et al.'s study (W = 0) [20] and Zelaznik et al.'s study (W > 0) [24] on target acquisition tasks with temporal constraint, the standard deviation of the end point distribution is linearly related to the average movement speed. The effect of the target width on the accuracy was small, hence not included in their speed-accuracy tradeoff models. This might be explained as that in the target acquisition task, the target width only constrains the final corrective submovement but not the initial ballistic submovement (as discussed by Meyer et al. [13] ). In contrast, in trajectory-based tasks the tunnel width constrains the entire movement, as the user is expected to produce a trajectory that stays within the tunnel all the time. Consequently, we hypothesize that in trajectory-based tasks with temporal constraint, not only is SD related to the average movement speed (A/MT), but also the tunnel width W will have a considerable influence on SD. In order to provide a holistic understanding of all affecting factors, our speed-accuracy model for trajectory-based tasks should incorporate impacts of both factors. The correctness of this hypothesis will be verified through our experiment.
Experiment

Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on an IBM ThinkPad X41 Tablet PC with a 12.1-inch screen at the resolution of 1024 × 768, and a stylus as the input device. The experimental software was developed in Java.
Task
The experiment used a basic trajectory-based task, which is steering through a horizontal straight tunnel with amplitude A and width W (Fig.1) . The participant was required to move the stylus from the start line rightward to the end line through the tunnel, with a specified movement time (denoted as movement time goal or MT goal hereafter to distinguish from the actual movement time observed). A percentage temporal error tolerance parameter determined the acceptable range for the actual movement time. For example, if movement time goal was 200ms and temporal error tolerance was 10%, the actual movement time was allowed to range between 180ms and 220ms to be accepted. The participants were instructed that their movement time should be anywhere within the specified range.
Fig. 1. Experimental task
Before the experiment began, the instructions were explained to the participants, who then conducted training trials until they fully understood the requirements and felt comfortable with the task. At the beginning of each trial, the tunnel to be steered was presented in black. After placing the stylus tip to the left of the start line, the subject began to move the stylus rightward. A green line was displayed to show the stylus trajectory produced by the participant. When the stylus crossed the start line, the trajectory line turned blue to signal that the task had begun. When the stylus crossed the end line, the task ended, and the actual movement time taken was displayed as feedback to the participant.
If the actual movement time was within the acceptable range, the trial was considered successful. Otherwise, the trial needed to be repeated until the actual movement time was within the acceptable range. For unsuccessful trials, the system indicated the percentage by which the trial was too fast or too slow, to help the participant adjust the movement time to meet the requirement.
Lifting the stylus between the start line and the end line was considered invalid and the trial needed to be repeated. The participant was instructed to try to keep the stylus within the upper and lower borders of the tunnel throughout the task. If the stylus was outside the tunnel borders during the trial, the trajectory part outside the borders was displayed in red as a warning (Fig.1 ), but the trial was not considered invalid.
Measurements
For each successful trial, the stylus position along the trajectory was sampled in intervals of 10ms. Based on these sample points, we calculated SD (Standard Deviation of [10] . Calculated from the same set of data, both SD and OPM describe the accuracy of the trajectory, but from slightly different perspectives. SD describes the original user behavior (lateral deviation) under the current stimuli, and provides understandings about the fundamental human capabilities; while OPM evaluates how the user behavior satisfies the accuracy requirement (tunnel width) set by the particular task, and its implications are more on the user interaction side. For both SD and OPM, higher values indicate lower accuracy.
In addition to the accuracy metrics, we recorded the actual movement time (or actual MT) for each successful trial to understand participants' performance on matching the MT goal. The actual MT is the time taken to move the stylus between the start line and the end line.
Design and Procedure
The experiment employed a mixed factorial design and combined within-and between-subject factors. The within-subject factors were A (300, 600, 800 pixels), W (10, 25, 40, 55, 70 pixels), and MT goal (300, 500, 2000, 3500, 5000ms). The values of MT goal were chosen according to the preliminary results of a pilot study, and values of A and W were chosen according to previous studies in [1] and [2] .
The between-subject factor was temporal error tolerance (10%, 20%, and 40%). Zelaznik et al. [24] adopted 3 levels of temporal error tolerance to investigate the effect of temporal precision on the nature of the speed-accuracy tradeoff. To be consistent, in our experiment we also chose these 3 levels in order to investigate whether and how different levels of temporal error tolerance might affect the human performance and the nature of speed-accuracy tradeoff.
The participant was first briefed on the purpose of the experiment. Then 5 experiment sessions corresponding to the 5 MT goal conditions were tested in sequence. Within each session, the participant performed 3 successful trials for each combination of A and W respectively. Before each session began, the participant was informed of the current MT goal and the relevant acceptable range of the actual movement time, and was allowed to perform practice trials until s/he felt comfortable.
The order of the MT goal conditions was counterbalanced using a Latin square pattern across participants. The order of the A and W conditions was randomized within each MT goal condition.
Participants
Thirty righted-handed people, aged from 21 to 34, participated in the experiment. They were assigned randomly to one of three temporal error tolerance groups (10%, 20% and 40%), with 10 participants (8 males and 2 females) per group.
Therefore, the total number of successful trials performed was: 3 (trials) × 3 (tunnel amplitude A) × 5 (tunnel width W) × 5 (MT goal) × 3 (temporal error tolerance group) × 10 (participants per group) = 6,750.
Results
Actual Movement Time (Actual MT)
The actual movement time (actual MT) varied significantly with both the betweensubject factor temporal error tolerance (F 2, 27 = 8.97, p = .001), and all the withinsubject factors: MT goal (F 4, 108 = 6584.77, p < .001), W (F 4, 108 = 13.01, p < .001), and A (F 2, 54 = 249.24, p < .001). The mean actual MT for the 10%, 20% and 40% temporal error tolerance groups were 2250, 2226 and 2089ms respectively. A significant interaction between temporal error tolerance and MT goal was observed on actual MT (F 8, 108 = 6.35, p < .001) (Fig.2) . For 10% and 20% groups, the mean actual MT values approximated the MT goals. However, such was not the case for the 40% group. The mean actual MTs for the 300ms to 5000ms conditions were 312, 495, 1910, 3205, and 4522ms respectively. Post hoc pair-wise comparisons showed that actual MTs were almost equivalent with the MT goals for the 10% and 20% groups. However, for the 40% group, the actual MTs were equivalent with the other two groups only under the 300ms and 500ms condition, and significantly lower actual MTs were observed than the other two groups under the 2000, 3500 and 5000ms conditions (p < 0.05).
Similar to the results obtained by Zelaznik [24] , the results of MT for the 40% group indicated a range effect [18] : longer-duration tasks exhibit an actual MT shorter than the MT goal, indicating the participant moving at a more natural speed, faster than the speed dictated. The looser temporal constraint in the 40% group allowed this range effect to be observed, while the tighter constraints in the other two groups effectively eliminated the range effect. 
Fig. 2. Actual MT vs. MT goal for each temporal error tolerance
Another phenomenon was the significant interaction for temporal error tolerance × W (F 8, 108 = 4.36, p < .001), and temporal error tolerance × A (F 4, 54 = 57.39, p < .001). In the 10% temporal error tolerance group, W did not have a significant effect on actual MT (F 4, 36 = 1.68, p = .176). However, in both of the other two groups, W had significant effects on actual MT (F 4, 36 = 4.91, p = .003 for 20% group; F 4, 36 = 8.49, p < .001 for 40% group), in that actual MT decreased as W increased. Similarly, the 10% group pair-wise comparisons revealed no significant difference in the actual MT between the A = 600 pixels and A = 800 pixels conditions (p = 0.673). But in both the 20% and the 40% group, significant differences of actual MT were found among all three levels of A (p = 0.003), showing that actual MT increased as A increased. In the 20% and 40% groups the effects of A and W displayed the similar trends discovered by the steering law research [1] , i.e., MT increases with A and decreases with W. Not surprisingly, because of the temporal constraints, the trends shown in our experiment were not strong enough to follow the linear relationship dictated by the steering law. Nevertheless, this is an interesting finding that even when people intentionally attempt to match a specific movement time, the underlying motor control mechanism still regulates the motion subconsciously within the allowable range and cannot be completely overridden. Again, in the 10% group, the strict temporal constraint prevented the trends from being observable.
Trajectory Accuracy (SD)
SD measures the lateral deviation of the trajectory, as an indication of the trajectory accuracy. The grand mean of SD was 2.85 pixels. SD did not vary significantly with the between-subject factor temporal error tolerance (F 2, 27 = 1.36, p = .275), but varied significantly with all the within-subject factors: MT goal (F 4 Since no significant difference of SD was observed among the three temporal error tolerance groups, we combined the data sets from the three groups in further analysis. No significant interaction for MT goal × W (p = .059) was observed on SD, as shown in Fig.3 by the fact that the five regression lines are almost parallel, meaning that the effects of MT goal and W were independent. In addition, the correlations (R Similarly, no significant interaction between W and A were observed on SD, indicating that the effects of W and A were independent as well.
A significant interaction between MT goal and A (F 8, 72 = 45.216, p < .001) was observed on SD (Fig.4) . The effect of A increased as MT goal decreased, as shown by the slopes of the regression lines. This is an intuitive observation if we consider the ) between SD and A are high for each MT goal in Fig.4 , showing that SD follows a strong linear relationship with A when other variables are factored out.
Out of Path Movement (OPM)
OPM measures the percentage of the trajectory outside the tunnel, indicating how well the spatial constraint was satisfied. The grand mean of OPM was 3.4%. OPM did not vary significantly with the between-subject factor temporal error tolerance (F 2, 27 = 1.77, p = .189), but varied significantly with all within-subject factors: MT goal (F 4, 108 = 148.53, p < .001), W (F 4, 108 = 315.58, p < .001), and A (F 2, 54 = 128.88, p < .001). Table 2 summarizes mean OPM under different conditions. Similar to SD, OPM decreased as MT goal increased, and increased as A increased. However, different from SD, OPM decreased as W increased. It was easier for participants to keep the stylus inside a wider tunnel, despite that the produced trajectory itself becomes more relaxed (resulting in higher SD). Given that no significant difference of OPM was observed among the three temporal error tolerance groups, we combined the data set from these three groups in further analysis on OPM. Significant interaction between MT goal and W (F 16, 144 = 190.31, p < .001) was observed on OPM. The effect of W increased as MT goal decreased. As known from the analysis of SD, smaller MT goal resulted in larger lateral deviation (SD) in the trajectory, which contributed to the variety of OPM values that depended heavily on the tunnel width. However when MT goal is larger, the resulting smaller SD meant most of the trajectory would stay inside the tunnel, and in turn caused the uniformly small OPM. This finding is similar to the study results on subjective bias in steering tasks [27] . Significant interactions also exist in A × MT goal (F 8, 72 = 35.31, p < .001) and A × W (F 8, 72 = 115.86, p < .001).
Model Deduction and Verification
Based on the experimental results, we now attempt to establish a speed-accuracy tradeoff model that quantitatively predicts SD from A, W and MT goal. Based on our analysis of SD, we concluded that:
• SD is significantly affected by tunnel width W, tunnel amplitude A and MT goal.
• SD increases as A and W increase, and decreases as MT goal increase.
• The relationship between SD and W is linear when other variables remain constant.
Same for the relationship between SD and A.
• The effects of W and MT goal on SD are independent of each other (i.e. additive).
Same for the effects of W and A. The effects of A and MT goal on SD are not independent (i.e. not additive).
Considering all these properties, we speculated the following model to describe the speed-accuracy tradeoff in trajectory-based tasks with temporal constraint:
where W is the tunnel width, A is the tunnel amplitude, MT is the specified movement time (i.e. MT goal), and SD is the lateral standard deviation of the trajectory. a, b and c are empirically determined constants. A/MT represents the average movement speed.
To verify the above model, we fit it to our experimental data using least-square regression. In addition to fitting to the entire data set, we also fit the model to the data from each temporal error tolerance group individually to test its performance under different conditions. Table 3 summarizes the regression coefficients and R 2 values. The model had a good fit with the entire data set (R 2 = 0.857), as well as with data from all individual temporal error tolerance groups (R 2 ≥ 0.800). This confirmed the validity of our model. This model also confirmed our initial hypothesis that in trajectory-based tasks with temporal constraint, SD is not only related to the average movement speed (A/MT), but also related to the tunnel width W. In order to further consolidate our model by comparing its performance with simpler alternatives, we tested an alternate model that ignored the effect of W in model (1), i.e.:
Regression results showed that the R 2 values for model (2) are lower (R 2 = 0.813 for 40% group, and < 0.77 for all other conditions) than those of model (1) in all cases, therefore not considered a valid model. Detailed results are omitted given the space limitation. Unlike in target acquisition tasks, the effect of W on SD cannot be ignored in trajectory-based tasks. As such, we conclude that model (1) best describes the speed-accuracy tradeoff in trajectory-based tasks with temporal constraint.
Discussion
In our model, SD measures the "average" accuracy throughout the entire trajectory. This is consistent with our original problem setup of a straight tunnel with uniform width W, and A/MT is the "average" movement speed. However, if we consider the more general case in which both the tunnel width and the movement speed can vary throughout the trajectory, we could let W P and V P represent the local tunnel width and instant movement speed at a given point on the trajectory. As a result, SD P = a + bW P + cV P might be used to predict the local expected lateral deviation at the point. This might help us design and analyze interactions using trajectories or tunnels of various shapes and properties, and understand them at a finer level.
Our experiment used a setup with relatively strict temporal constraint and nonstrict spatial constraint to investigate trajectory-based tasks and the degree that people can conform to this constraint (hence the metric OPM). Real-world trajectory-based tasks often have this non-strict spatial constraint property, such as tracing a drawing. Nevertheless, the visual stimulus of the spatial constraint affects the precision of the movement, as is reflected in the model. In our future investigation, we could naturally study the other variant where the spatial constraint is strictly enforced. Conversely, we may consider the case there is no explicit spatial constraint at all (i.e. tunnel width W = 0), which essentially becomes a line tracing task. Fortunately, we might predict the user performance under this case by setting W = 0 in our current model, which then becomes SD = a + c (A/MT). This means the lateral deviation is linearly related to the movement speed only, a similar result to Schmidt's law [20] . Obviously, this prediction would need real experimental data to be validated.
Throughout this paper we have been referring to previous research on speedaccuracy tradeoff in target acquisition tasks as an analogy. However, we also want to emphasize the differences between trajectory-based tasks and target acquisition tasks, especially in terms of the notion of accuracy. In a target acquisition task, the movement accuracy is solely determined by the destination (end point) of the movement, for which we call the "destination accuracy". The spatial error in the destination is mainly caused by the ballistic nature of the movement, and is collinear to the movement. In contrast, in a trajectory-based task, the movement accuracy is determined by the entire process (trajectory) of the movement, for which we call the "process accuracy". The spatial error in the trajectory is mainly caused by the motor instability in the movement, and is perpendicular to the movement. These differences also contributed to the different forms of speed-accuracy tradeoff models for the two types of tasks. Similar comparisons can be made with other motor control tasks, For example, in a crossing task, destination accuracy and perpendicular errors coexist, which may result in yet another form of speed-accuracy tradeoff.
Since participants could not possibly finish a task with the specified movement time exactly, temporal error tolerance was introduced to define the range of acceptable movement time. Although our choice of testing multiple levels of temporal error tolerance did not result in observable effects on the trajectory accuracy, it did provide interesting observations on user behaviors in terms of the actual movement time taken. In particular, from the groups with higher temporal error tolerance values, we observed that the steering law as a fundamental motor control mechanism still affects the movement time, even when people consciously follow an explicit temporal requirement. We suspect that a similar effect might be present in other types of motor control tasks as well. This suggests that in time-critical applications, we can not overlook the inherent properties of the tasks and expect users to be able to perform at an arbitrary rate, even when accuracy is not the priority. On the other hand, we used a post hoc feedback mechanism about the user's temporal performance. How real-time feedback mechanisms (e.g. progressively filling the tunnel with color to indicate the elapsing of time) might affect the users' behaviors remains an interesting topic for further study.
Conclusion and Future Work
As the result of our investigation, we can now answer the questions we raised in the beginning: In trajectory-based tasks with temporal constraints, regularity does exist in the relationship between the trajectory accuracy and the task parameters, which is described by the speed-accuracy tradeoff model:
where W is the tunnel width, A is the tunnel amplitude, MT is the specified movement time, and SD represents the lateral standard deviation of the trajectory. SD forms a linear relationship with both the tunnel width W and average movement speed (A/MT).
Regarding the comparison between temporally and spatially constrained trajectorybased movements, both of them reflect a linear speed-accuracy tradeoff. As investigated by [27] , in spatially-constrained tasks with subjective biases, the lateral deviation of trajectory (SD) is affected by the tunnel width W and the subjective bias. In comparison, in temporally-constrained tasks the accuracy of trajectory (SD) is affected by both the tunnel width W and the average steering speed (A/MT).
In the future, we plan to extend our investigation to trajectory-based tasks with zero tunnel width, non-uniform tunnel width, as well as trajectories of other shapes such as a circle. We also plan to test our model using other input devices, other forms of temporal feedback, or other reward-penalty mechanisms for the temporal constraint.
In addition to spatial accuracy, we are interested in investigating the temporal accuracy, which describes human capabilities in matching the temporal constraints. Finally, we plan to investigate individual differences in terms of perception, estimation, and preference of the time constraints, especially for different age groups.
